This paper gives an overview of matrix transformations for finding rightmost eigenvalues of Ax = kx and Ax = kBx with A and B real non-symmetric and B possibly singular. The aim is not to present new material, but to introduce the reader to the application of matrix transformations to the solution of large-scale eigenvalue problems. The paper explains and discusses the use of Chebyshev polynomials and the shift-invert and Cayley^ transforms as matrix transformations for problems that arise from the discretization df partial differential equations. A few other techniques are described. The reliability of iterative methods is also dealt with by introducing the concept of domain of confidence or trust region. This overview gives the reader an idea of the benefits and the drawbacks of several transformation techniques. We also briefly discuss the current software situation.
Introduction
Consider the eigenvalue problem
Ax = kBx
(1)
where A and B are large sparse non-symmetric real N x N matrices. The problem discussed in this paper is that of finding the rightmost eigenvalue(s) of (1), also called the dangerous or leading eigenvalues. The motivation lies in the determination of the stability of steady state solutions of non-linear systems of the form
at with large A' and where u represents a state variable. B is often called the mass matrix. Define the Jacobian matrix for the steady state u* by A = 3//3M(M*), then u* is stable if the eigenvalues of (1) have negative real parts. Typically, / arises from the spatial discretization of a partial differential equation (PDE) . Interesting applications of this kind occur in stability analyses in fluid mechanics (Christodoulou & Scriven (1988) , Garratt et al (1991) ), structural engineering (Grimes et al (1986) ) and chemical reactions (Heinemann & Poore (1981) , Neubert (1993) ). The problem of finding rightmost eigenvalues also frequently occurs in Markov chain models, economic modelling, simulation of power systems (Angelidis & Semlyen (1994 ) and magnetohydrodynamics (Kooper et al (1995) ). Our attention is focused on numerical methods for problems arising from discretized PDEs of the form (2). When finite differences are used to discretize a PDE, then often B = I and (1) is called a standard eigenproblem. If the equations are discretized by finite elements, then the mass matrix B ^ I and (1) is called a generalized eigenvalue problem. For problems arising from fluid mechanics, B is often singular.
Since A and B are large and sparse, the QZ-algorithm (Golub & Van Loan (1989) , p 394) for the generalized problem and the QR-algorithm (Golub & Van Loan (1989) , p 373) for the standard problem are not feasible. A more efficient approach is the solution of the standard eigenvalue problem Tx = Ox, which is a transformation of Ax = kBx, by iterative methods like Amoldi's method, subspace iteration and Lanczos' method. By mapping the computed eigenvalues of T back to the original problem, the rightmost eigenvalue A.] can be found. There are two important reasons for this approach. First, a practical reason is that iterative methods like Amoldi's method and subspace iteration cannot solve generalized eigenvalue problems, which makes a transformation necessary. A second reason is of a numerical nature. It is well known that iterative eigenvalue solvers applied to A quickly converge to the well-separated extreme eigenvalues of A. When A arises from the spatial discretization of a PDE, then the rightmost eigenvalue(s) of A are in general not well separated. This implies slow convergence. The iterative method may converge to a wrong eigenvalue. Instead, one applies eigenvalue solvers to a transformation T with the aim of transforming the rightmost eigenvalues of A to well-separated extremal eigenvalues of T, which are easily found by the eigenvalue solvers we consider.
When we have to solve an eigenvalue problem, we can always pose the questions
Which matrix transformation T(A,B)
is ideal to solve the problem? 2. Which eigenvalue solver should be used?
Since this paper is concerned with matrix transformations, the latter question is less important Therefore, we only give a brief overview of often used iterative eigenvalue solvers, namely subspace iteration and Amoldi's method.
The paper originates from lecture notes at a course on iterative eigenvalue solvers in Leuven, Belgium, and its aim is to give a tutorial on important matrix transformations that are often applied to practical problems. We explain the use of Chebyshev polynomials and rational functions as transformations, such as the shift-invert transformation T$i = (A -oB)~^B. We discuss and illustrate the advantages and disadvantages for problems arising from (2). In this case, one would usually expect (1) to have rightmost eigenvalues relatively close to zero and many eigenvalues with large negative real parts, as might arise from a discretized Laplacian operator. We use this property to explain the behaviour of the transformations considered. We also pay attention to the application of T$i to the generalized problem with singular B. In this case, (1) has an infinite eigenvalue that often corrupts the computed eigensolution, and special treatment is necessary to avoid such a corruption.
The plan of this paper is as follows. §2 gives a brief exposition of subspace iteration and Amoldi's method. §3 introduces the reader to the concept of matrix transformations. §4 gives an exposition on Chebyshev polynomials as transformations. §6-11 on rational transformations explain and illustrate several important aspects of the shift-invert transformation T$j ( §6.2 and 7) and the Cayley transform T c = (A -oB)~] (A -xB) ( §6.3), including parameter selection ( §6.4 and 7), and reliability ( §9). In §10 we discuss the influence of an infinite eigenvalue on the computed eigensolution. Rational transformations require the solution of linear systems. In §11 we discuss whether direct or iterative system solvers should be used. We briefly explain Davidson's method. If B ^ /, rational transformations are very attractive since linear systems need to be solved anyway, but in the standard case both Chebyshev polynomials and rational transformations are competitive. We compare them in §13. §14 makes the link between shift-invert and Cayley transforms on the one hand and the exponential function and time integration methods for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) on the other. §15 comments briefly on trie current software situation. §16 summarizes the important conclusions in the paper. Finally, a large number of references to the literature are given.
In the paper, we denote the eigenvalues of (1) by k(A, B) = {A,,-, i = 1,..., N] and the corresponding eigenvectors by */, i = 1,..., N, ordered by decreasing real part, i.e. />_/=>• Re(X,)^Re(A. ; ). The eigenvalue of interest is Xj. The approximate eigenpairs will be denoted by (X(,i,) . When the context is clear, hats and indices are dropped. Also note that, in the application of stability analysis of non-linear systems, one is only interested in the sign of the rightmost eigenvalue. Hence we are not interested in accurate eigenvalue estimates. The accuracy of a computed eigenpair (k,x) of {A, B) is measured by the residual norm ) = \\Ai-kBx\\/\\x\\ .
Since | A. -A|^*:res(X,i), /c^l (see e.g. the Bauer-Fike Theorem on p 76 of Saad (1992) or on p 196 of Chatelin (1993) ), and often res(A.,i) « \k -k\; a small residual does not guarantee a small error | A. -k\. It is, however, a necessary condition.
Iterative eigenvalue solvers
Throughout the paper, Arnoldi's method and subspace iteration are used as eigenvalue solvers. In this section, we discuss some important properties of both methods that are needed to understand the following sections. The theoretical details and less important properties are not given. We do not incorporate other iterative methods, like the block Arnoldi method and the non-symmetric Lanczos method, since we do not want to overwhelm the reader with a large number of iterative methods in a paper focusing on matrix transformations, although we agree that the choice of iterative method is important
Subspace iteration
Subspace iteration (or simultaneous iteration) consists of the power method applied simultaneously to a block of m linearly independent vectors, as shown in Algorithm 2. During the iteration process, the subspace spanfVJ,''} tends to the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of largest moduli, i.e. the dominant subspace of A, if the initial V^0
) is not deficient in the dominant subspace. Thus the computed eigenpairs (X,,i,),/= ],...,m are approximate dominant eigenpairs of A. In a practical implementation, the orthogonalization is carried out by a modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization with re-orthogonalization (Daniel et al (1976) ).
The speed of convergence is quantified by the following theorem. Roughly speaking, if the eigenvalues are simple, the convergence of approximations to the m dominant eigenvalues of A is determined by the quantities
which we call the convergence ratios. Thus, even if only one eigenvalue is wanted, m should be chosen larger than 1 to attain fast convergence. Often, several iterations of Algorithm 2.1 are necessary to get results with high accuracy. In our applications, we shall always restart with the orthogonal set of vectors V m obtained from the last run.
The initial V m can be chosen arbitrarily, as in our tests, but if approximations x\,...,x m to the eigenvectors are given, one could select V m = orih ([x\,...,x m The method computes a basis for the Krylov space by a sequence of matrix-vector products followed by a QR-Gram-Schmidt factorization step. A practical implementation often uses re-orthogonalization (Daniel et al (1976) ). A nice property of the algorithm is that the coefficients hy x of the Gram-Schmidt factorization can be used to construct the upper Hessenberg matrix H k = V k H AV k in a cheap and clever way. Note diat in subspace iteration, the matrix H m is computed explicitly and is in general not upper Hessenberg. The fact that H k is upper Hessenberg reduces the cost of the computation of its eigenvalues by the QR-method. For further implementation details, see Saad (1980) and pp 172-183 of Saad (1992) .
This method converges much more rapidly than subspace iteration for a wide range of applications, but the convergence properties are not so clear. To give an idea of the convergence, we consider the following theorem. THEOREM 2.2 (Saad (1980 (Saad ( , 1992 ) Suppose that the N eigenvalues of A are simple and that X 2 ,.». ^N are enclosed by a circle centred at f and passing through X 2 , then
with c a constant.
This gives the same error bound as it -1 steps of the power method applied to (A -f/). In practice, (5) is often a pessimistic upper bound and from a practical point of view it is more precise to say that the method converges to well-separated extremal eigenvalues. (See also Saad (1980 Saad ( , 1992 for sharper (but less practical) upper bounds.) In fact, the method converges much faster than the power method.
Another important property of Arnoldi's method is translation invariance. THEOREM 2.3 Arnoldi's method is translation invariant (see p 238 of Parlett (1980) ): suppose the approximate eigenvalues of A computed by Arnoldi's method applied to A, starting with initial vector v\, are x| 1) ,i = 1,...,it. Then the approximate eigenvalues of {aA -pi) computed by Arnoldi's method applied to (a A -pi) starting with the same initial vector v\, are X,-2) = aX} 0 -p,i = 1,..., it. The corresponding approximate eigenvectors for A and a A -pi are the same. If an approximate eigenvector x\ is given, a good choice for v\ is v\ = x\. If i] is complex, then one can use v\ = Re(xj) if A is real. This avoids the use of complex arithmetic for computing eigenvalues of real matrices. In general, one run of Algorithm 2.2 is not sufficient to compute accurate eigenvalue estimates. Therefore, we shall restart Arnoldi's method with Re(ii) until convergence. This is called the restarted Amoldi method. Saad (1980) suggests restarting with a linear combination of the computed eigenvectors instead of using only eigenvectors. Scott (1995) selects v\ as a linear combination of Schur vectors. Morgan (1996) and Lehoucq (1995) compare several restart strategies.
Example: tubular reactor model
The conservation of reactant and energy in a homogeneous tube of length L in dimensionless form is modelled by (Heinemann & Poore (1981) , Garratt (1991a) ):
where v and T represent concentration and temperature and X e [0,1] denotes the spatial coordinate. We consider boundary conditions y'(0) = Pe^^O), 7"(0) = Pe h T(0) and y'(l) = O, 7"(l) = 0. Central differences are used to discretize in space. For x T -[y\, T] , yi, Ti,...y^/2), 7ov/2)] T the equations can be written as x = f(x). The parameters in the differential equation are set to Pe/, = Pe m = 5, B = 0-5, y = 25, fi = 3-5 and D = 0-2662. The Jacobian matrix A = df/dx has matrix size N = 94 and bandwidth 5. Arnoldi's method with k = 20 starting with a random initial vector computes k values spread over the range [-1750,0 ], see Fig. 1 . In fact, Arnoldi's method finds an approximation to the whole spectrum of A, but none of the eigenvalues is computed accurately. Subspace iteration with m = 5 and k = 1 computes approximate dominant eigenvalues, and these are leftmost. This example illustrates the convergence behaviour typical for both methods.
We can summarize the properties of both algorithms that are important to understand the remainder of the paper:
1. In general, subspace iteration converges much more slowly than Arnoldi's method. 2. Subspace iteration always converges to dominant eigenvalues, so it is easy to predict which eigenvalue converges first. In this sense the method is very robust. The convergence behaviour of Amoldi's method is less well understood. This makes it difficult to exploit the convergence properties of the method, and reduces its reliability. 3. Amoldi's method is translation invariant, subspace iteration is not.
Bibliographical notes
The theory on subspace iteration can be found in Stewart (1976) , Saad (1992) , Chatelin (1983 Chatelin ( , 1993 ) and on Arnoldi's method in Amoldi (1951) , Saad (1980 Saad ( , 1992 , Chatelin (1983 Chatelin ( , 1993 . A variation on the latter method is the block Amoldi method, discussed in Sadkane (1993b) , Saad (1992) . Lanczos' method was proposed a long time ago by Lanczos (1950) , but recent contributions have introduced more robust algorithms, including the look-ahead Lanczos method (Parlett et al (1985) , Gutknecht (1992) ) and the block Lanczos method (Bai et al (1995) , Cullum (1994) ). Many references and relations between iterative methods are given by Watkins (1993) . Bennani & Braconnier (1994) discuss the use of residual norms for measuring the accuracy of the eigenvalues and their implementation in Amoldi's method.
Amoldi's method should be restarted in order to avoid large Krylov spaces. The approach by Saad (1980) and Scott (1995) , mentioned in §2.2, is called explicitly restarted Arnoldi. Sorensen (1992) developed an implicitly restarted Amoldi method, which allows restarting in a more efficient way. See also Lehoucq & Sorensen (1996) and Morgan (1996) .
There are, of course, other numerical methods that are well suited to large eigenvalue problems. Many of them do not fit well in this review, but it is interesting to mention a few. Arnoldi's method and subspace iteration cannot be used directly to solve generalized problems, since they operate on one matrix. Scott (1981) developed a technique for solving generalized eigenvalue problems with symmetric A and symmetric positive definite B. For a given approximation a of the required eigenvalue of Ax = kBx, a new approximation is computed from the smallest eigenvalue of A -oB. The process is repeated with a new value of a until the computed eigenvalue is accurate enough. Since an eigenvalue problem can be viewed as a non-linear equation in X and x, one can use Newton's method for the computation of eigenvalues. This idea is considered by Chatelin (1993, §5.8) . Angelidis & Semlyen (1994 compare this approach with subspace iteration and Amoldi's method for the study of the stability of power systems. 
Matrix transformations: a general introduction
We recall from the introduction that, to compute the rightmost eigenvalues of (1), subspace iteration and Amoldi's method are applied to a transformation T of Ax = kBx in order to increase the convergence speed. In the example in §2.3, subspace iteration converges to the leftmost instead of the rightmost eigenvalues and Arnoldi's method did not converge to an eigenvalue after 20 steps. The matrix T is a good transformation if 1. T maps the rightmost eigenvalue A.] to a well-separated dominant eigenvalue 0\ of T (see Fig. 2 ). Then both subspace iteration and Arnoldi's method applied to T converge quickly to 6\. 2. It should be easy to recover the rightmost eigenpair (Xi,xi) of Ax = kBx, from the dominant eigenpair (0\,u\) of T. Golub & Van Loan (1989) . This theorem shows that, if f(z) is analytic in the neighbourhood of the eigenvalues of A, then the matrix function f(A) exists and (/(A.,-),*,-) are its eigenpairs.
Approximate eigenpairs (#, x) of the matrix T = f(A, B) are found by applying subspace iteration or Amoldi's method to T. If f~x (X) exists, then eigenpairs of Ax = kBx are found as (k,x) = (/"'(£),£). If B = I and f~x does not exist, one can compute (X,x) as an eigenpair of H m = V%AV m , since if 6\ is a well-separated dominant eigenvalue of 7", then V m (or V* for Amoldi's method) is rich in the dominant eigenvector of T, which corresponds to the eigenvector X] of Ax = kBx. Note-that, in Amoldi's method, H k = Vjf(A, B)V k is computed in a cheap way, but H k = VjAV k must be computed explicitly and is no longer upper Hessenberg.
The convergence rate for subspace iteration is given by the following theorem. 
with c independent of k. p, is called the convergence ratio.
The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and from Lemmas 6.2.1, 7.6.1 and 6.2.4 of Chatelin (1993) (pp 253-254, 309-310 and p 255, respectively) . In fact, p, varies with |/(A.,-)|. so it is worth analyzing the contour lines of |/(A.)| in order to understand the convergence of subspace iteration. For Amoldi, the situation is different. Following Theorem 2.2, the error can be bounded as follows. 
\9\ | In practice, these bounds are often too large. The study of the contour lines passing through k\ and A. 2 is less interesting to understand the convergence of Arnoldi's method. Rather, the convergence ratio should be expressed in terms of separation of eigenvalues and this is much more complicated. However, following (9), one can see that good separation between f(k\) and f(kj), j > 1 guarantees a small p\ = |/(A.2)|/|/(A-i )|. Therefore, one often uses the same transformations both for Amoldi and subspace iteration. Hence, we shall use (9) instead of (8) in further discussions.
Sometimes the term 'preconditioning' is used rather than 'matrix transformation'. Here preconditioning points to the better separation of 6\, which implies a better conditioned eigenvector u\ of T (Wilkinson (1965 ), Chatelin (1993 ). Since the term 'preconditioning' is better known for linear systems than for eigenvalue problems, this may create some confusion, and therefore the term 'matrix transformation' is preferred in this paper.
Chebyshev iteration
When Chebyshev polynomials are used as matrix transformations, the only matrix operations needed for w = Tv are matrix-vector multiplications with B~x A. Since solving linear systems with B cannot be avoided in this case, this approach is mainly of interest for the standard eigenvalue problem (B = I). Indeed, if linear systems must be solved anyway, the rational transformations presented in §6 are often more effective. 
Chebyshev polynomials and ellipses
Denote by 7}(Pi) the Chebyshev polynomial of first kind of degree /, satisfying the recurrence relation 7b(A) = l r,(X)sX, />2
Define the shifted and scaled Chebyshev polynomial, pi(k), by
T,((k-a)/S)
Note that the denominator is just a scaling factor, determined by k r . Let %(k r ) be the ellipse with foci a ±8 passing through k r , then following Manteuffel (1977) I
Thus for large /, pi maps ^>(k r ) to the unit circle. Moreover, it can be shown that the contour lines of \pi\ are approximated by confocal ellipses (see Fig. 3 ). Since the ellipses are confocal, the larger ellipses are nearly circles. The evaluation of pi(A)-v is carried out by the use of a 3-term recurrence relation (Saad (1984) until res(ki,xi) < e TO LLet the eigenvalues of A be ordered by decreasing real part. Algorithm 4.1 shows subspace iteration applied to p/(A) with k = 1. The spectrum of A is unknown, so £ cannot be chosen such that A r+! k N are enclosed by E, and so the parameters a and <5 have to be updated to the approximate spectrum A.(A) at each iteration. We discuss further how to choose a, S and /. In general, Arnoldi's method is well suited for finding an initial guess to the boundary of the spectrum, see the example in §2.3. Therefore, Algorithm 4.1 starts with Arnoldi's method applied to A. By adding the computed eigenvalues to A (A) after each iteration, the ellipse £ grows during the iterations. We remark that it is necessary to let the ellipse grow, since, in the first iterations, the eigenvalues are approximated badly, and the enclosing ellipse is too small to filter all unwanted eigenvalues. On the other hand, when the spectrum is approximated badly, the ellipse can be too large and may enclose k t . This situation can happen when A is ill-conditioned. So a practical code must include a test of whether to shrink or to grow the ellipse, although it is not clear how. Since the inverse function of pi(ki) does not exist in the complex plane, the approximate eigenvalues of A are recovered by computing the eigenvalues of H m = V^AV m . Convergence is reported when the residual norm res(Xi,i!) < e-poL (res defined by (3)).
The following theorem quantifies the convergence of the eigenvalues.
THEOREM4.1 (Theorem 7.6.3 of Chatelin (1993) 
where A E is a real point of E (see Fig. 3 ). Moreover, lim/^oo p^1 1 = Rj{a, S) with where a(%) is the major semi-axis of % and b{%) the minor semi-axis. Hence Pj-tfjiaJ) for large /.
So, the 'gap' between E and "S(A.i) determines the convergence rate of k\. Note that it is important to choose m^r. Very often, m is chosen much larger than r, e.g. m = 2r. Two problems still remain: the determination of E and a good choice of /. In fact it is fairly easy to make E enclose i(A). Since an ellipse with real foci is determined by 3 points in the upper half plane, it is sufficient to fix 3 well chosen points on the boundary of A (A), and to draw E through these points. Several authors (Saad (1984) , Ho (1990) ), however, determine E such that p r is as small as possible. Since this is hard to achieve, they propose strategies that determine E (in fact its centre a and semi focal distance S), such that the function R r (a,S) (defined by (12)) is minimal. The degree / =/SUBS can be determined such that for a given E,
which implies that p\ ~ CCHE and l^-i -^il -^CHE-Of course, in practice, E and / are continually updated because of new spectral information. In our examples, we use the strategy proposed by Saad (1984) for updating E. In practical codes, the degree / is not only tuned to the convergence ratio but also to other criteria, both theoretical and heuristical, which often gives a more appropriate choice for /. Strategies for the update of E and / are quite technical and the reader must be aware that the implementation of such strategies is not straightforward. We refer to the literature in §5 for the technical details. Moreover, codes are available from various authors (Duff & Scott (1993) , Braconnier (1993) , Scott (1995) ) (see §15).
Chebyshev Amoldi
The application of Arnoldi's method to pi(A) (Algorithm 4.2) is similar to subspace iteration. Note that //* = VjAV^ has to be computed explicitly. Following Theorem 3.2, an upper bound for the convergence is given by the following theorem.
THEOREM4.2 If r= 1 and E encloses A.2,-,A# without enclosing k\, then
with p\ defined by (11). Similar to Theorem 4.1, this bound can be approximated by Thus, also for Amoldi's method, the gap between E and %(k)) determines the convergence rate. The ellipse E is determined in the same way as for subspace iteration. Similarly, the degree / = /ARN >S determined such that |X) -X ( | ~ 
Examples
EXAMPLE 4.1 Olmstead model (see Olmstead et al (1986) and Grinfeld (1993) We ran Algorithm 4.2 with k = 9, / = 5 and r = 4, starting with a random vector V]. We used Saad's strategy (Saad (1984) ) for determining a and 8. The algorithm converged towards the rightmost eigenvalues within 3 iterations. The spectrum of A and the ellipses (E,, 1 = 1,3) used in the ith iteration are plotted in Fig. 4 . This example shows how the ellipses grow with successive iterations. = 10~4-The initial Arnoldi vector v\ was the first column of the unit matrix. The initial V m in subspace iteration was the N x m unit matrix. The residual tolerance was e-roL = 10~7. Table 1 shows the number of iterations, the execution times on one processor of an IBM SP2, the number of matrix-vector products and the maximum degree / that was used. It can be seen that the number of iterations and the maximum degree increase with larger N. There are several reasons for this: (a) Fig. 5 shows that the spectrum for N = 94 contains eigenvalues with much larger negative real parts than for N = 46. Since the rightmost eigenvalues are nearly equal for both values of N, the 'gap' between ^(A.]) and S becomes relatively smaller for larger N, and this makes / larger, (b) In each iteration the approximate boundary of the spectrum is updated using the computed eigenvalues. The ellipses enclose more and more eigenvalues. It takes more iterations to obtain an ellipse enclosing all the unwanted eigenvalues when N is larger. But, once a good ellipse is found, convergence is fast. The table does not illustrate the history of the algorithms. It appears that in general the degree / increases as the iterations proceed. For example, the successive values / A RN for N = 766 are 10, 19, 32, 46, and 95 and for Chebyshev accelerated Amoldi the values of /SUBS for the same N are 41, 156, 444, 634, 660, 652, 652, 748 and 748. The value of max(/) and the number of matrix-vector multiplications are very large and it could well be much cheaper to use smaller values of /, e.g. by employing more sophisticated strategies (Duff & Scott (1993) , Scott (1995) , Bracorjnier (1993)).
Bibliographical notes for Chebyshev iteration
The Chebyshev polynomial methods are rather popular and very efficient. Chebyshev subspace iteration was proposed by Saad (1984) and Duff & Scott (1993) , and Chebyshev Arnoldi by Saad (1989) and Scott (1995) . Chebyshev accelerated Arnoldi was proposed by Saad (1984) , Ho (1990) , Braconnier (1993) , Sadkane (1993a) and Scott (1995) . Sorensen (1992) , Calvetti et al (1994) , and Lehoucq & Sorensen (1996) developed the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method, which is a variation on the Chebyshev accelerated Arnoldi. The method has successfully been applied in exact vibration analysis of skeletal structures (Smith et al (1993) ) and for solving non-linear structural eigensystems (Abdel-Aziz (1994)). Cliffe et al (1990 Cliffe et al ( , 1994b solved generalized problems by applying Chebyshev Arnoldi to B~XA. Of course, this approach is not very attractive since linear systems with B have to be solved. Galick et al (1992) and Galick (1994) found Chebyshev Amoldi more attractive than Chebyshev accelerated Arnoldi in microelectronic simulation. Strategies for determining E have been developed by Saad (1984) , Ho (1990) , Ho et al (1990) and Braconnier (1993) . The implementation of these strategies is less straightforward. Codes are available from Duff & Scott (1993) and Braconnier (1993) . The strategies of Ho (1990) , Ho et al (1990) and Saad (1984) minimize R\ (a,8) . Braconnier (1993) suggests a much more simple but non-optimal strategy. Optimal strategies provide fast convergence in the last iterations when the spectrum is well approximated. Various strategies are suggested for the determination of the polynomial degree /. Braconnier proposes that the user fixes / for all iterations. However, for reasons of efficiency, some adaptivity is preferred. The codes of Duff & Scott (1993) and Scott (1995) select / using a variety of criteria.
The idea of using Chebyshev polynomials for filtering was originally used for solving linear systems (Manteuffel (1977) ). In fact, any polynomial used for preconditioning linear systems can be adapted to transform the eigenvalue problem. Examples are Chebyshev polynomials and Saad's least-squares polynomials (Saad (1983 (Saad ( , 1987 ). Dong et al (1993) use a variation of the Orthomin(/:) iterative linear system solver (Chronopoulos (1991) ) in accelerated Amoldi.
Rational transformations
We begin with the shift-invert and Cayley transforms. The main discussion concerns transformations with real poles, called shifts ( §6.2 and 6.3). If the rightmost eigenvalues have large imaginary parts, complex shifts should be used ( §7). The choice of shift is very important from the point of view of reliability. It is possible that with a bad choice of shift, the rightmost eigenvalues are not found (we give examples in §6.6 and 7.3). In §9 we discuss how the reliability of the result can be measured. Rational transformations are very popular because they can separate eigenvalues very well. The fact that linear systems need to be solved makes them particularly interesting for solving generalized eigenvalue problems, since linear systems need to be solved anyway. (Note that Scott (1981) developed a technique without factorization when B is positive definite.) They can even be used when B is singular, but then the traditional numerical methods can suffer from instabilities. In §10, we discuss why these instabilities occur and how they can be avoided. The most common approach to solving these linear systems is Gaussian elimination, which makes rational transformations less attractive for very large problems. A direct linear system solver is convenient because one can take advantage of factorizing once and computing several backsolves. In §11 we comment upon the use of iterative linear system solvers and explain Davidson's method (without full details).
Shift-invert and Cayley transforms
Inverse iteration and Rayleigh quotient iteration are well-known iterative methods involving the solution of linear systems. Amoldi's method and subspace iteration applied to the shift-invert and Cayley transforms are variations and extensions of these methods that we now discuss.
The shift-invert transformation
By subtracting oBx from both sides of Ax = kBx, we have (A -oB)x = (k-o)Bx.
By multiplying this expression by (A-aB)~x and (k-a)~], we have (A -oB)~xBx = (k -a)~]x. The matrix T s ,(A,B;cr) = (A-aB)-] B, oeU,
is called the shift-invert transformation or shift-invert for short, first proposed by Ericsson and Ruhe (Ericsson & Ruhe (1980) ). The transformation 9 = (k -or)" 1 maps eigenvalues k-£o close to a away from the origin and maps eigenvalues far from a close to zero. More precisely, the circle with centre a and radius | A. -o\ in the A.-plane is mapped to a circle in the 0-plane with centre 0 and radius \6\ = \k -CT|~' (Fig. 6) . In a practical implementation of subspace iteration and Amoldi, A -oB is factorized and VJ,' J = T S iV^~l ) is computed by doing m backsolves.
The generalized Cayley transform
The generalized Cayley transform TQ ) is defined by = (A -oB)~\A -TB). (1967)). The Cayley transform maps eigenvalues k close to a to eigenvalues 0 away from the unit circle and maps eigenvalues close to r to eigenvalues with small modulus. Therefore, Ruhe (1994b) calls a the shift and r the anti-shift. The most interesting property is that the line i£(cr, r) = {k : Re(X) = \{a + r)} is mapped to the unit circle and that 
Shift-invert and Cayley transform subspace iteration
Subspace iteration (Algorithm 2.1) applied to T$i computes approximations 0, to the dominant Oj(T sl ) from H m = V£Ts/V m and the approximations A., to A, are recovered as A,-= 7^'(£;). Shift-invert subspace iteration is well suited for finding the eigenvalue(s) closest to o, but not for rightmost eigenvalues, since rightmost eigenvalues lying far from a are mapped close to zero and are not found. Tc, however, is well suited for finding rightmost eigenvalues: for a given r, the parameters a and T can be determined such that ki,...,k r lie to the right of ££. Their maps are the r dominant eigenvalues of Tc and are easily found by subspace iteration with m 3= r (Fig. 7) . Note that Cayley subspace iteration computes k = T c~] 0) with 6 an eigenvalue of v£T c V m .
Suppose that the spectrum of (1) is known. Two conditions are needed to fix a and r. The first degree of freedom is fixed by putting ££ through A. r+1 , by \{a + r) = Re(A. r+) ) with e.g. r = \ if k] is real and r = 2 if k\ is complex. The second degree of freedom will be selected from two possibilities:
Strategy 1 (best #-ratio): such that \6\\ = |r c (A.]; a, r)| is maximized (Garratt (1991a) , Garratt et al (1991 Garratt et al ( , 1993 ); Strategy 2 (prescribed or user-defined 0-ratio): such that \6\\ -\T c (ku cr, r)| = 0USER ).
The implementation of Strategy 1 requires special attention to prevent A -oB from being singular when A.] is real.
We have defined the convergence ratio of subspace iteration in (7). This can be approximated as follows. As already mentioned, if (1) arises from the discretization of a PDE, then (1) often has many eigenvalues with large negative real parts. Since lim^-Kx, Tc(k) = 1, these eigenvalues are mapped in a cluster close to 1. Hence, if the number of eigenvalues k to the right of ££(<r, r) is smaller than m + 1, the convergence ratio p in subspace iteration can be approximated by p~ 1/|7 C (X)| (see Theorem 3.1). Note that making the choice |0]| = ^USER is the same as asking that p\ ~ 1/#USER-The fact that T c maps eigenvalues far from a and T close to 1 includes both the unwanted eigenvalues with large negative real parts and those with large imaginary parts. So, Cayley transform subspace iteration converges very slowly to a rightmost eigenvalue with a large imaginary part.
The power k in subspace iteration can be determined in a similar way to the degree / in Chebyshev iteration. Following Theorem 3.1,
Note that this error estimate is often very sharp. Hence, if pf = €TOL is wished, then
is a good choice. (Neubert (1993) ); (3) by using approximations to the rightmost eigenvalues, e.g. the eigenvalues of the problem for a slightly different value of a physical parameter in the PDE (Neubert (1993) ). The adaptive procedure in Algorithm 6.1 starts with shift-invert in the origin (a = 0). The body of the procedure consists of a Cayley transform subspace iteration for which the parameters are determined at each iteration. Optionally one can start with a new random set of vectors to remove possible wrong directions generated by shift-invert. Convergence is reported when the residual norms res(i ( ,i,) < €TQ L , i = l,...,r.
Shift-invert and Cayley transform Amoldi
Algorithm 6.2 presents a similar strategy for Arnoldi's method. Note that H k = VfT S iV k and H k =VjT c V k are computed implicitly. As mentioned in §2.2, the convergence of Amoldi's method is hard to quantify in practice. If only A-i lies to the right of ££, then, following Theorem 3.2, the error is bounded by \k\ -k\\^cp\~l with p\ = l/|#i|, which gives the same ratio as subspace iteration. Note that this bound is often too large and is less useful for understanding convergence behaviour than in Chebyshev Amoldi. This can also be understood as follows. The Cayley transform is a scaled and translated shift-invert transformation since
T C (A, B;a,r) = I + (a-r)(A -oB)^B.
From Theorem 2.3, we know that Amoldi's method is translation invariant. This means that Arnoldi applied to Tc and T$i generate the same results (in exact arithmetic). In other words, Amoldi's method is insensitive to r. We again underline the fact that the method converges to well-separated extremal eigenvalues and that this is hard to quantify. The spectrum of this matrix consists of two lines parallel to the real axis of which the rightmost part is drawn in Fig. 8 . Table 2 compares the results of Algorithm 6.1 run on one processor of an IBM SP2 with m = 10, r = 2 and it determined from (18) with e-roL = 10~7 for both strategies for the determination of a and r (see §6.4). In the shift-invert step, k = 5 was used. After the shift-invert iteration the initial vectors were reset randomly. In Fig. 8 , the parameters in the first Cayley iteration are marked with crosses for Strategy 1 (best 0-ratio) and with diamonds for Strategy 2 (prescribed 0-ratio). Table 3 presents results for Algorithm 6.2 with it = 10 using both strategies. Note from Tables 2 and 3 that with both strategies for the determination of a and r the same eigenvalues are computed, but Strategy 1 is clearly much faster. The problem is generated artificially but its spectrum is similar in 'shape' to the double diffusive convection problem in Cliffe et al (1990) and Cliffe & Winters (1985) . Fig. 9 shows the rightmost part of this spectrum for N = 1000. Note that the rightmost eigenvalues lie very far from the real axis. Again subspace iteration was run on one processor of an IBM SP2 with m = 10, r = 2, eyoL = 10~7 using both strategies. In the shift-invert step, k = 5 was used. The results are shown in Table 4 and the parameters a and r in the first Cayley iteration are plotted in Fig. 9 . In the table, the maps of k\ %2 and X 3 on the first Cayley iteration are shown as well: 9\ and f?2 are very small (-1), while |f?3| is 1-5 or 9-9 which is much larger. For Strategy 2, #USER is small (close to 1), and this leads to slower convergence of A3. By contrast, 9\ is a little larger for Strategy 2 than for Strategy 1. As a result, eigenvalues far from the real axis are more likely to be found.
The same experiments were performed with Amoldi's method (Table 5 ). Only for Strategy 2 and larger k have the rightmost eigenvalues converged. This can be explained as follows. Fig. 10 shows the spectrum of T C (A; 0-2667, -0-6223), the Cayley transform used in one of the Arnoldi iterations with Strategy 2. Both the unwanted eigenvalues with large negative real parts and the rightmost eigenvalues with large imaginary parts are mapped in a cluster of eigenvalues around 1. 6\ and 62 are difficult to distinguish from this cluster. In Fig. 10 , it appears that many eigenvalues inside the unit circle are well separated from this cluster. These will converge rapidly in Amoldi's method, while 6\ and 62 are difficult to find. Subspace iteration does not suffer from this problem: the eigenvalues B\ and 9 2 of T C (A) lie outside the unit circle and are dominant, so they are found while the eigenvalues inside the unit circle are not computed. In this sense Cayley transform subspace iteration is more reliable than Cayley transform Arnoldi, at the expense of slower convergence. The examples illustrate that selecting a and r such that 6\ is large decreases the computation time, but at the same time, decreases the reliability of the result. The problem of reliability is discussed in detail in §9.
Results of Cayley transform subspace iteration for the double diffusive convection

Results of Cayley transform Arnoldi for the double diffusive convection
Shift-invert with complex shifts
As indicated above, the shift-invert transform T$i = (A -oB)~]B and the Cayley transform 7"c = (A -oB)~x(A -rB)
with a and r real are not well suited for finding eigenvalues with large imaginary parts. A natural extension is the use of complex shifts. This approach is slightly different from the approach with real shifts, since there is much more freedom for choosing a shift. For instance, by selecting a close to k (in practice close or equal to an approximation k), the rate of convergence of k is very large. A complex shift can be very advantageous when k lies in a cluster of complex eigenvalues. Unfortunately, there are no general guidelines for shift selection. The implication of complex shifts is the need for complex arithmetic. The simplest approach is to compute complex basis vectors in Arnoldi or subspace iteration. This technique has several disadvantages compared to the real case, (a) Complex vectors need twice the storage of real vectors. So for a given memory size, real vectors can span subspaces with twice the dimension of spaces spanned by complex vectors, (b) A matrix-vector multiplication with T S i involves the solution of a complex linear system. This hinders the use of software that allows only real arithmetic. This is for example the case for large software packages which have been developed over many years for specific engineering problems, (c) Perhaps a less important consideration is that solving complex systems requires twice the storage and three times the computational cost of solving real systems. There are, however, alternatives to the first and the second disadvantage. For (a), §7.1 presents real transformations with similar properties to T$i, which allow the use of real vectors. For (b), §7.2 presents an alternative computation for the solution of the complex linear system.
Real transformations with complex poles
The use of real transformations with complex poles has been proposed by Parlett & Saad (1987) . Suppose that v is real, then (19) with 
Re(Tsi)v and lm(T S i)v real vectors and Re(7«) = ] -[(A -oB)-1 + (A-dB)-']B, lm(T sl ) = j\(A-oB)-
In fact, Re(75/) and Im(7y/) are real transformations with complex conjugate poles. Recall from §3 that the contour lines of the modulus of the transformation determine the rate of convergence in subspace iteration. Fig. 11 shows a few contour lines of the functions |Re(7"s/)| and |Im(7"5/)|. If kj ~ a then \0tj\< \8rj\ ~ |A.j -CT| -1 -This explains why contour lines close to a and a are approximately circles. It also indicates that both functions have the mapping properties of T$i in the neighbourhood of the shifts. The transformation Re(7j/) has a zero at Re(cr) and this makes finding eigenvalues close to the real axis unlikely. (We shall illustrate this in §7.3.) The transformation Im(7j/) does not have this property. From (20) and (21), we see that Im(7s/) damps the eigenvalues far from a and a more strongly than Re(7"s/).
From (19), one can derive the following algorithm for the computation of w = Re(T S i)v and w = Im(75/)t> for real v and w.
Factorize (A -o7) = LU in complex arithmetic. Solve the linear system LUy -v in complex arithmetic. Then Re(7"s/ )t> = Re(jy) and Im(75/ )v = Im^y). Parlett & Saad (1987) 
Double the size of the system
\lm(T SI )\ l«rgc |Re(T s/ )| Urge \h^T SI )\ «n«U
FIG. 11. Contour lines for Re(7 i; ) and lm(T S i).
Unfortunately, splitting real and imaginary parts doubles the size of the system, which does not help the reduction of the storage. The factorization needs eight times the computational work of a real system. Parlett and Saad discuss the solution of this system taking into account its special structure. We do not consider this approach any more.
Subspace iteration for the Olmstead model
Recall the Olmstead model from Example 4.1. Here we consider N = 1000. The rightmost eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix for the parameter values B = 2, C = 01 and /? = 0-3 are |,, 2 = -0-549994 ±2-01185! and £ 3 . 4 = -0-900614 ±2-65528i. Suppose that the eigenvalues for R = 0-6 are wanted. The value §i is used as approximation to k\, so a = %\. We used subspace iteration applied to 7$/, a = fi, m = 5 and k = 5, and subspace iteration applied to Re(7j/) and ImCTj/) with a = £i and k = 5 but with m = 10 (since real vectors only need half the storage of complex vectors). The initial vectors were chosen randomly. The approximations A., are computed from H m = V%AV m . The results for the IBM RS/6000 are shown in Table 6 . The rightmost eigenvalues of A and a few contour lines in the upper half plane are plotted in Fig. 12 . The solid curves are mapped to the dominant part of the transformation. The dashed lines are mapped closer to 0. The shift a lies closer to A.5, A. 7 and X3 than to k\. This is important because this explains why T st starts converging to X 5 = -0-399987 + 2009945i in the first iteration and to A. 3 = -0149997 + l-295174i in the second iteration. Only after three iterations does convergence to Xi = -0-00 + 0-447i begin. This situation is dangerous, because if CTOL were 10~5, then X 5 should have converged after 1 iteration without any trace of A.]. When Re(7 s/ ) is used, convergence to X) is 8-6
very unlikely, because \\ lies close to Re(a) and Re(7s/) has a zero at Re(<r). The method starts converging to A.5, jumps to A. 3 and in iteration 3, it starts with A.], but gives it up after the fourth iteration. lm(Tsi) does the job much better, because the contour lines are much more favourable to finding eigenvalues close to Re(cr). This example again stresses the importance of a well-chosen shift a. This section can be summarized by a few guidelines:
1. If solving complex linear systems is no problem at all, use real Amoldi or subspace iteration applied to Re(7j/) or Im(7".j/). The approach with Im(7s/) seems to be more robust for finding rightmost eigenvalues. 2. If solving complex linear systems is not feasible, then one can solve an equivalent linear system by doubling the size and changing the structure of the matrix.
The rational Krylov method
In shift-invert Amoldi, one computes a sequence of products Wj = (/* -OB)~^BVJ with a fixed a to construct a Krylov space. One could stop Arnoldi's method (Algorithm 2.2) after the _/th step, compute the eigenvalues for the subspace computed so far, select another a and continue with the (_/ + l)st step. This idea can be seen as a flexible way of choosing shifts. It allows adapting the transformation more frequently without restarting the Amoldi process. The idea of flexible shift-invert Amoldi has been developed by Ruhe (1984 Ruhe ( , 1993 Ruhe ( , 1994a Ruhe ( , b, 1995 , and is presented in Algorithm 8.1. Let us discuss each step in the algorithm. The shifts a, may be chosen arbitrarily. Clearly, the choice providing the fastest Ruhe (1994a) 
adds the two real vectors Re((A -OJB)~XBWJ)
and Im((A -OjB)~xB\Vj) to V,. Hence, complex arithmetic is avoided. This idea is inspired by Parlett and Saad's approach (Parlett & Saad (1987) ) from §7.1. until res(X],ii) <
Domains of confidence and reliability of eigenvalue solvers
A very important aspect of numerical methods is reliability. In Example 6.2, Strategy 1 (best 0-ratio) provides fast convergence, while Strategy 2 (0USER = 1 -5) ensures the correct results. A similar observation holds for the use of Tsi with complex a in §7.3. A general observation is that speed and reliability are often contradictory. The aim of this section is to derive information about the reliability of the algorithms studied. One way to express the reliability is the definition of an area in the complex plane in which the eigenvalues are certainly computed. A method is more reliable when this region is larger.
The domain of confidence
The problem of reliability for solving symmetric eigenvalue problems with the shift-invert Lanczos method (Ericsson & Ruhe (1980) ) has been studied by Grimes ex al (1994) . The authors show, using Sylvester's Inertia Theorem (Parlett (1980) The situation is different for non-symmetric problems. The idea is to construct from the computed eigenvalues a domain of confidence defined as a domain in which each eigenvalue is computed. One could try to use the convergence behaviour of eigenvalue solvers to construct this domain. It is hard to do this with Arnoldi's method, because its convergence behaviour is less well understood. Subspace iteration on the other hand has well-defined rates of convergence that can be used to judge domains of confidence.
Recall (Theorems 2.1 and 3.1) that the rate of convergence of subspace iteration for an eigenvalue 0, of the matrix T is given by p, = |0 m+ il/|fy| where the 6j, i = 1,..., N are ordered by decreasing modulus. Since p\ ^ p 2 =£ • • • ^ p m < it is expected that 9\ converges first, then 9 2 and so on. This is usually the case when k is large enough. More generally, if an eigenvalue 0,-has been computed to an acceptable accuracy, we may expect that all eigenvalues 0, with \9j\ > |0,| have been computed as well, which is confirmed in practice. The domain of confidence of 9i is defined by ^(fy) = {9 : 1012*10,1}, with the following property: if 0, has converged, then all eigenvalues in ^(0,) are expected to have converged as well. Clearly, the boundaries of the domains of confidence of subspace iteration applied to the transformation f (A,B) coincide with the contour lines of |/(A.)|. Shift-invert maps the disk <€$!(K) in Fig-13(a) , centred at a with radius | A., -a\ in the X-plane to the dotted area "#(0,) in the 0-plane. Thus we call ^/(A.,) the domain of confidence of shift-invert. Similarly we can derive the domain of confidence % c of the Cayley transform T c corresponding to the contour lines in Fig. 7 . It can be shown that ^/(A.,) and 'Sc(^-i) S K)W when a moves to the right (see ^j, and ^ in Fig. 13(b) ). This explains why Strategy 2 is more reliable than Strategy 1 in Example 6.2. Note that the concept of domain of confidence is not applicable to Arnoldi's method.
Validation of a rightmost eigenvalue
The concept of domain of confidence can be used for the validation of a computed rightmost eigenvalue k\. Suppose r approximate eigenvalues k\,...,k r with Re(Xi)2s ••• >Re(k r ) have been computed by an iterative method. It is realistic to assume that r > 1 since most methods compute several approximate eigenvalues at a time. The validation is defined as checking if there is an eigenvalue of Ax = kBx in the region <& = {k : Re(k)^Re(k } )}-The region 9t can perhaps be reduced by use of Gerschgorin's theorem (see Fig. 14) , or some other bound on the eigenvalues (e.g. the bounds for sectorial operators described on p 45 of Grindrod (1991) ). The validation algorithm (Algorithm 9.1) described here is split into two steps.
Validate A. ) by subspace iteration applied to Tc = (A -oB)~](A -xB).
In fact, this step looks for eigenvalues 'close' to the real axis. The two parameters a and r are set by Strategy 2 of §6.4 with e.g. #USER = 1 2. Subspace iteration is performed on an orthonormal random set of vectors until res(;t;,A.,) < e-roL.' = h-,r-1. Finally, the domain of confidence <€c of the computed eigenvalues is computed, i.e. the contour line enclosing the computed eigenvalues. Since subspace iteration is started with random initial vectors, any eigenvalue in "Sc is expected to be computed. 2. In general, the region < 3i\ c €c is not empty (see Fig. 14(b) ) and must be scanned for possible eigenvalues with large imaginary parts. The region SlX^c in Fig. 14(b) is nearly triangular or can be approximated easily by a triangle 2T. Shift-invert Arnoldi or shift-invert subspace iteration with complex shift are well suited to checking for eigenvalues in 2T and will rapidly converge to eigenvalues in 2T for a proper choice of a ). However, there can be a problem when 9" does not contain eigenvalues. Subspace iteration will then converge very slowly to an eigenvalue outside 2T, e.g. k\. So, it is essential to restrict the number of iterations. Several upper bounds on the number of iterations n MA x can be suggested ).
ALGORITHM 9.1 Validation by use of subspace iteration
Step 1: Cayley validation (Fig. \4(a) Step 2: complex validation (Fig. 14(b) ) (8) Determine the triangle 3" and choose a. Step 2 can be avoided when %c encloses 2ft totally. To achieve this, the slope of the contour of %c should be very steep or r and m should be very large. One can prove that a large slope is reached by choosing #USER closer to 1 at the expense of slower convergence (see also the end of §9.1). EXAMPLE 9.1 (see ) This example concerns the computation of the rightmost eigenvalue of a 400 x 400 matrix with half bandwidth 10 and eigenvalues 0±52i and -j + 2, j = 3,..., 400. The matrix is generated artificially but its spectrum is similar in 'shape' to the double diffusive convection problem in Cliffe et al (1990) and Cliffe & Winters (1985) (see also Example 6.2). Fig. 15 shows the rightmost part of the spectrum of A, and the boundary of 2ft, enclosing all eigenvalues of A.
Suppose A.],...,Xj = -1, -2, -3, -4, -5 are computed by shift-invert Arnoldi with a = 0. The validation procedure was run to validate k\ and the results are presented in Table 7 . The execution times are measured on a DEC5000/240. The parameters a and r for the Cayley transform are chosen such that L(O + T) = k r = A. 3 and 17c(A.i)| = #USER-In both the Cayley and the complex shift-invert validation, the subspace iteration parameters m = 10 and k = 10 are used. For the complex validation step, the maximum number of iterations was set to the number of iterations performed by the Cayley validation. In Table 7 , three cases are shown, comparing the influence of different #USER-The corresponding domains of confidence are denoted by c €\, %, and ^3. For smaller #USER a larger domain of confidence is observed but of course, slower convergence to k\ = X3. In case 3, the domain % encloses 2ft totally, but the extra computation time to 
reach this result is large compared to the execution times of the two validation steps for cases 1 and 2. Case 2 converges much faster than case 1, because the convergence rate of A.j and A. 2 is larger in case 2.
Generalized eigenproblems with singular B
If B is singular and A-oB is non-singular for some a, then Ax = kBx has an infinite eigenvalue, which under rational transformations emerges as spurious finite eigenvalues. In this section, we present a remedy to avoid these spurious eigenvalues. We refer the interested reader to the papers by Ericsson (1986) , Philippe & Sadkane (1996) , and Meerbergen & Spence (1995) for more details. Consider the following example to illustrate the presence of spurious eigenvalues.
EXAMPLE 10.1 Tilted plane model (Dupret & Levieux (1994) ) The finite-element discretization of the problem of fluid flow on a tilted plane gives rise to a non-symmetric eigenvalue problem with B singular and nonsymmetric. The matrix A is non-symmetric and non-singular. The matrices A and B have dimension N = 536. We wish to compute the rightmost eigenvalues, given approximations -11-8, -13-5 and -18-8 to k\, A. 2 and A.3. We use the following methods: (1) one iteration of shift-invert subspace iteration with m = 5 and Jk = 5, (2) one iteration of Cayley transform subspace iteration with m = 5 and k = 5, and (3) one iteration of shift-invert Arnoldi with k= 10. The three experiments start with the same random initial vectors). The parameters a and r, and the five rightmost computed eigenvalues and their residual norms are plotted in Table 8 . The results in this table differ a lot. The three methods produce accurate estimates to A] = -949. Cayley transform subspace iteration and shift-invert Amoldi also generate spurious eigenvalues (values that are in fact not eigenvalues at all) to the right of AJ. Spurious eigenvalues often lie relatively far from the shift, but as we have seen in several examples, this can also be the case for the rightmost eigenvalues. Thus the distinction between rightmost and spurious eigenvalues is not clear. For method 2, A.j = -5176 has a small residual and can indeed be interpreted as an approximate rightmost eigenvalue.
Several questions arise here. Why do methods 2 and 3 compute the spurious eigenvalues -5176 and 12-580 ± 28-62i? Why does method 1 compute no spurious eigenvalues? How can the computation of spurious eigenvalues be avoided? If B is singular and A is not, then Bx = $Ax has an eigenvalue f = 0 with the null-space X of B as eigenspace. Hence, Ax = XBx has an infinite eigenvalue with eigenspace X. For all xeX, T$ix = (A -oB)~x Bx = 0, thus T$i has an eigenvalue 0 with eigenspace X. This also follows from the fact that limx-KXjCA. -CT)" 1 =0, i.e. T s/ maps infinity to 0. If T$i is non-defective, then C N = >f©9t, where 91 is the range of T S i, and each u e C^ can be decomposed as u = x + y with x e X and y e 9L Then T S /u = T S iy. In fact, the application of Tsi removes the spurious directions. This explains why shift-invert subspace iteration does not compute spurious eigenvalues. The Cayley transform maps the infinite eigenvalue to 1. Thus T c u = T c y + x. Spurious eigendirections x remain in the Cayley transform. In Cayley transform subspace iteration, the eigenvalue at 1 has a convergence ratio 1, and will certainly not converge, but it gives rise to bad approximations to the infinite eigenvalue, being the spurious eigenvalues. For shift-invert Amoldi, the situation is similar. Amoldi computes approximations to the whole spectrum of T$i, so also to the eigenvalue zero. After transformation to the A.-plane, these approximations form the spurious eigenvalues.
There are several ways to avoid spurious eigenvalues in shift-invert Amoldi. Pre-processing by first setting v\ •*-T S /V\ 'purifies' the initial vector v\. Since v\ e 91, T l sl v\ 6 91 for / 2= 0. Hence, the subspace built by Amoldi is deficient in X, TABLE 9 Improving the Amoldi vectors with subspace iteration. and only eigenvectors in 9i can be computed, at least in exact arithmetic. Roundoff errors can bring in spurious eigendirections again. Therefore post-processing is in general necessary. Philippe & Sadkane (1996) advocate post-processing the Amoldi vectors Vi,..., v k by a few steps of shift-invert subspace iteration. This approach is used for Example 10.1. Subspace iteration with it = 1 applied to the Amoldi vectors computes the eigenvalues given in Table 9 . Indeed, the spurious eigenvalues disappear from the solution. Ericsson (1986) and Nour-Omid et al (1987) developed an elegant solution for the case when B is positive semi-definite and Tsi has a non-defective eigenvalue zero. Their technique is developed for symmetric A, but the extension to nonsymmetric A is obvious. The idea is to use the fi-inner product x H By rather than the classical x" y in shift-invert Amoldi. It appears that, due to this special inner product, the upper Hessenberg matrix is H k = V^BTsjVk instead of V k H TsiV k . The eigenvalues of H k are good approximate eigenvalues of 7$/. The nice thing is that //* does not produce spurious eigenvalues. The approximate eigenvectors, on the other hand, are still corrupted, but can be purified by multiplication with 7$/. This post-processing can be done implicitly in the Amoldi method without extra expensive matrix-vector products with 7j/. For the details, see Nour-Omid et al (1987) , Ericsson & Ruhe (1980) , Grimes et al (1994) . This idea is also extended by Ericsson (1986) to the case where T$i has a defective eigenvalue 0 of order 2. An alternative to this extension is developed by Meerbergen & Spence (1995) .
Another approach is the one by Cliffe, Garratt and Spence (Cliffe et al (1990 (Cliffe et al ( , 1993 (Cliffe et al ( , 1994b ) and Cliffe, Garratt, Golding and Spence (Cliffe et al (1994a) ). They exploit the matrix structure of problems arising from Navier-Stokes models for viscous incompressible flows having the form
with N = n + p, C e W* p of full rank, K, M 6 R nx " and M positive definite. Malkus (1981) proves that (22) with ^ ^ A.,, j = 1,..., n -p, has eigenvalues ?, = (A. , --r)/(A., -cr), i = 1,..., n -p and has an eigenvalue at fl with algebraic multiplicity 2p and geometric multiplicity p. £\,...,£ n -p correspond to the Cayley transforms of the n -p finite eigenvalues of (22). The problem can easily be solved by Amoldi's method or subspace iteration without the need for pre/post-processing. Note that the eigenvectors of (23) differ from those of (22) but a simple relation between them can be derived. Strategies for selecting /} are discussed in Cliffe et al (1993) .
Shift-invert with iterative linear system solvers
Matrix factorizations are very time-and memory-consuming operations, and therefore iterative methods are becoming more and more popular in large engineering applications. Unfortunately, this is not (yet) the case for eigenvalue calculations, since the factorization cost is partially compensated for by the computation of several back transformations. There are, moreover, also problems that delay the convergence of eigenvalues when iterative methods and preconditioners are used. First, it is hard to compute w = Ts/v with iterative methods when the shift lies close to or inside the spectrum (we show this in Example 11.1).
Second, iterative methods destroy the mapping properties of T s/ . To clarify this, let w = (A -oB)~lBv be computed as w = M$iv = M(a)~]Bv where M(a)
~ A -oB. This is achieved in practice when stationary iterative linear systems solvers (see Barrett et al (1994) for a definition) are used like Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel-type relaxation methods, multigrid solvers and incomplete LU factorizations. In general, M SI is a bad approximation to 75/ and the eigenpairs of M S i and T$i do not correspond well. This makes M$i not very useful for computing eigenvalues of Ax = kBx, unless linear systems are solved very accurately, but this is often very expensive. However, we can take advantage of the fact that only rightmost eigenvalues need to be computed, thus only a few eigenvectors of the transformation must correspond to those of Ax = XBx. Therefore one often uses the inexact Cayley transform
instead of Ms/. Here I is an approximation to the rightmost eigenvalue k\. The philosophy behind the transformation is the following. The eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues of (1) It is known that shift-invert Arnoldi and Cayley transform Arnoldi produce the same results, which explains the equal residual norms. When a = 4-6 and 6 then a lies close to X\ and the linear system is badly solved for a -4-6 (see ||G||i). In these cases, Me produces much more accurate results than Msi-A remarkable observation is that the results for Me with o = 4-6 are worse than for a = 6. It can be shown ) that this is due to the fact that M(a) approximates A -oB very badly for a = 4-6.
Note that since k\ is to be computed, we can never use A. = k\ in practice, but this example illustrates the link between Me and Ax = XBx.
The conclusions of this example are that Me gives more accurate results than M S i and that moving the shift away from the spectrum can increase the convergence speed in contrast with the shift-invert Arnoldi method.
The generalized Davidson method
The Davidson method in Algorithm 11.1 is a 'flexible' variant of Amoldi's method applied to Me = M(o)~]{A -XB). The algorithm starts with a subspace of dimension k, e.g. generated by Amoldi's method applied to M(o)~xA or applied to A if B = I. In each iteration, the orthogonal projection onto [v\,..., Vj] is computed, and a vector vj+\ is added to the subspace. Morgan & Scott (1986) , Morgan (1992) , Sadkane (1993b) and Crouzeix et al (1994) . A new promising approach, developed by Sleijpen & van der Vorst (1994) and Sleijpen et al (1995) , is the Jacobi-Davidson method, which is a combination of a method by Jacobi (Jacobi (1846) ) and Davidson's method. 
Bibliographical notes for rational transformations
The idea of shift-invert for symmetric A and symmetric positive semi-definite B was introduced by Ericsson & Ruhe (1980) . The use of the semi-inner product x 1 By instead of the usual x 1 y to carry out the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization was introduced for subspace iteration by Scott (1982) and for Lanczos' method by Ericsson (1986) and Nour-Omid et al (1987) . Ericsson (1986) showed how this shift-invert Lanczos method can be used to avoid spurious eigenvalues when B is singular. Grimes et al (1986 Grimes et al ( , 1994 applied this and similar ideas to the block Lanczos method for solving vibration and buckling problems. They introduced the concept of a trust interval in Grimes et al (1994) . Meerbergen & Spence (1995) improved on Ericsson's idea (Ericsson (1986) ) when 7" 5/ has a defective eigenvalue 0.
For non-symmetric problems, subspace iteration and Amoldi were applied to the Cayley transform, first by Christodoulou & Scriven (1988) , later by and Cliffe et al (1993) for solving chemical reaction problems and fluid mechanics problems. introduced the concept of domain of confidence for Cayley transform subspace iteration. Shift-invert was used in Arnoldi's method by Natarajan (1992) and Saad (1989 Saad ( , 1992 , in Lanczos' method by Cullum et al (1989) and Cullum & Willoughby (1991) , and in the block Lanczos method by Bai (1994) . Philippe & Sadkane (1996) combined shift-invert Amoldi and shift-invert subspace iteration (see §10) in an application coming from the Maxwell equation in a conductor device. The rational Krylov method by Ruhe (1984 Ruhe ( , 1993 has been developed for generalized problems (Ruhe (1994b) ), with real and complex shifts (Ruhe (1994a) ). Ruhe (1995) shows the link with the Jacobi-Davidson method by Sleijpen & van der Vorst (1994) . In the same paper he presents a locking and purging strategy which is closely related to the one proposed by Lehoucq & Sorensen (1995) for the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method. Kooper et al (1995) used the implicitly restarted Amoldi method with a shift-invert strategy in magneto-hydrodynamics.
There is not much work done on 'robust' transformations. The shift selection strategy in Grimes et al (1994) for the symmetric eigenvalue problem and the validation algorithm in §9 ) are steps in this direction. The same authors also propose the rational filter transform (Meerbergen & Roose (1995) ) that is particularly interesting for the calculation of rightmost eigenvalues for a class of problems.
Iterative system solvers are not very often used to compute the shift-invert transformation. Mittelmann et al (1992a Mittelmann et al ( , b, 1994 used LSQR, SYMMLQ and GMRES in inverse iteration for solving problems arising from fluid mechanics. Dong et al (1993) use a variation of the Orthomin(fc) iterative linear system solver (Chronopoulos (1991) ) in accelerated Arnoldi for the analysis of dielectric waveguides. Davidson's method was presented by Davidson (1975) and generalized by Morgan & Scott (1986) for symmetric problems and by Morgan (1992) for non-symmetric problems. Much of the theory was developed by Sadkane (1993b) and Crouzeix et al (1994) . The transformation Me has been used in the symmetric Lanczos method by Morgan & Scott (1993) and by in Amoldi's method. A promising approach is the Jacobi-Davidson method by Sleijpen & van der Vorst (1994) and Sleijpen et al (1995) , which is a combination of a Jacobi method (Jacobi (1846) ) and the Davidson method. At this moment there is not much experience with this type of method for industrial problems, which is partially due to a lack of robust preconditioners for the linear systems, but interest is increasing.
Cay ley transform versus Chebyshev polynomials
Standard eigenvalue problems can be solved by either rational or polynomial transformations. In this section, we state some general properties of techniques using Cayley transform or Chebyshev polynomials. Consider the tubular reactor model ( §23). We used Chebyshev Amoldi (Algorithm 4.2 and Example 4.2) with k = 20, r = 2, ecHE = 10~4 and e TO L = 10" 7 , and Cayley Amoldi (Algorithm 6.2 and Example 6.1) with k = 10, Strategy 1 (best (?-ratio) and CJOL = 10~7 for various values of N. Recall that the rightmost part of the spectrum of A remains unchanged, but that many eigenvalues with large negative real parts appear for larger N, i.e. for a discretization with more grid points. Matrix-vector products were performed with the Sparskit (Saad (1994) ) routine AMUX, and linear systems were factorized and solved by the Linpack band solver routines DGBFA and DGBSL. The experiments were run on one processor of an IBM SP2. Table 11 shows the number of iterations, the execution times, and the maximum degree of the Chebyshev polynomial that was used by Chebyshev Amoldi. The following conclusions can be made:
1. When Chebyshev polynomials are used, the number of iterations and the degree / grow with TV, which is due to the vaster spectrum for larger A'. The Cayley transform maps all leftmost eigenvalues close to 1 independent of the dimension of A. This makes the rate of convergence independent of N. The number of iterations and the execution times illustrate these points. 2. The Cayley transform needs 2 or 4 approximate eigenvalues to determine a and r. Chebyshev iteration uses the k computed eigenvalues to build the enclosing ellipse E. 3. Rightmost eigenvalues with large imaginary parts are difficult to find with rational transformations like shift-invert or Cayley transforms with real shifts only. Chebyshev polynomials do not suffer from this problem. 4. The implementation of the Cayley transform looks rather straightforward, but direct or fast iterative linear system solvers are needed. Polynomial transformations sometimes need rather complicated optimization routines, which makes them harder to implement, but only a matrix-vector multiplication is needed to evaluate the polynomial.
It is not easy to decide which transformation is best. For problems arising from PDEs, rational transformations are often faster if a good and fast linear system solver is available. An important drawback of rational transformations is the loss of reliability when a bad choice of shift is used.
The exponential function and time-stepping
Consider the ordinary differential equation ( Clearly, it appears that these methods correspond to the shift-invert and Cayley transforms, respectively. This implies that methods for solving time-dependent ordinary differential equations are equivalent to the power method for eigenvalue problems. This shows that determining stability with subspace iteration or Amoldi with a suitable transformation is probably better than approaches based on time-integration. In fact, ODE solvers can be regarded as approximate exponential transformations (see also Moler & Van Loan (1978) , Goldhirsch et al (1987) , Christodoulou & Scriven (1988) , Gallopoulos & Saad (1992) ). The exponential transformation T = exp(tB~1A) maps vertical lines in the A.-plane to circles centred on the origin in the 0-plane. Thus the rate of convergence of an eigenvalue k, in subspace iteration applied to exp(tB~]A), only depends on Re(A,). 9\ =exp(A.jr) is the dominant eigenvalue of exp(rfi~'A), independent of Im(A.]). In this sense, the exponential can be viewed as the ideal transformation. Unfortunately, exponential transformations can only be computed approximately by rational or polynomial functions. Eriksson & Rizzi (1985) applied Arnoldi's method to the second-order accurate Gary approximation (Gary (1964) ). But Garratt (1991b) found Chebyshev polynomials more effective than Gary's polynomial. In general, the mapping properties of many ODE solvers like implicit Runge-Kutta methods are difficult to explore and therefore Cayley or shift-invert transforms, which have simple mapping properties, are commonly used.
A note on mathematical software
The current software situation is far from ideal: at this moment, only a few codes with strategies for selecting transformations and parameters are available. Often, the user has to compose software by implementing a strategy and linking routines from various packages. In this section, we give a brief overview of the current software situation without entering into technical details.
Good software should make most decisions concerning transformations and parameter selections automatically. Basic operations on matrices like matrix-vector multiplication, computing the shift T := A -oB, factorizing and solving linear systems are ideally provided by the user, who can code these operations efficiently for hi^er specific application. Hopefully, the user can fall back upon existing software packages like LAPACK (Anderson et al (1995) ) for band matrices, Sparskit (Saad (1994) ) for sparse matrices, or direct sparse linear system solvers such as the Harwell Subroutine Library codes MA48 (Duff & Reid (1993) ) and MA38 (Davis (1995) ).
As far as we know, codes with strategies for finding rightmost eigenvalues are published only for techniques using Chebyshev polynomials. Examples are the Chebyshev subspace iteration ( §4.2) code EB12 by Duff & Scott (1993) , the Chebyshev Arnoldi ( §4.3) code EBB by Scott (1995) , the Chebyshev accelerated Amoldi ( §4.4) codes EB13 by Scott (1995) and ARNCHEB by Braconnier (1993) , and the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method (Sorensen (1992) ) in ARPACK by . In these codes, the matrix-vector multiplication must be provided by the user.
Some software packages support the use of shift-invert and other rational transformations, like ARPACK ), but they do not support shift-selection strategies or validation strategies. Often, the user has to incorporate personal implementations of transformations and parameter strategies for his/her application in basic eigenvalue solver codes like the subspace iteration codes SRRIT by Bai & Stewart (1992) , and LOPSI by Stewart & Jennings (1981a, b) , the Amoldi code in ARPACK ), the block Arnoldi code by Scott (1995) , and the look-ahead Lanczos code DULAL by Freund et al (1990) . Bai, Day and Ye (Bai et al (1995) ) plan a block Lanczos code, called ABLE (Adaptive Block-Lanczos Method). Currently, there is an experimental Matlab version.
For Davidson-like methods, the situation is even worse, since no software at all is published yet.
REMARK
All examples in this paper have been computed using our own implementations. The aim of this paper is to introduce the algorithms and strategies, not to evaluate particular strategies and the software aspects (efficiency, reliability, ...). Note that a detailed discussion on this topic is presented by Lehoucq & Scott (1995) .
Conclusions
Our survey of matrix transformations for computing the rightmost eigenvalue(s) of a large-scale eigenvalue problem has shown that there is no perfect transformation. There is only a class of well-suited transformations. Chebyshev iteration would be perfect because it does not miss rightmost eigenvalues. However, for many problems this transformation converges very slowly. Shift-invert is very fast, and can be used for generalized problems also, even with singular B. But linear systems (sometimes complex) need to be solved, and eigenvalues can be missed, if the shift is badly chosen. Of course, validation takes care of the missing of eigenvalues, but this is expensive.
A second question that can be raised is which eigensolver should be used. It is well known that, if Arnoldi's method and Lanczos' method work well, they are faster than subspace iteration. The main argument to support the use of subspace iteration is one of reliability rather than speed, and that is why it is the favoured choice in many applications. Clearly the development of fast and robust algorithms and software is not yet finished and much work still must be done. Fig. 16 summarizes decisions to be taken to select an appropriate method for solving standard eigenproblems. The selection of shifts in shift-invert is very important from the point of view of speed and reliability. Different strategies may be employed. The one we suggest here consists of two steps. In the first step, Amoldi or subspace iteration is applied to T$i with real a or (best 0-ratio) to find rightmost eigenvalues close to the real axis. We recommend Amoldi's method in this step, which is astonishingly faster than subspace iteration. In the second step, the computed eigenvalue is validated to detect possibly missed rightmost eigenvalues. The first step can also be executed with a complex shift, which in general provides faster convergence, but the problem of reliability remains, so validation is necessary. One could also do the opposite. First, a robust algorithm could find rough approximations to the rightmost eigenvalue. Afterwards, the accuracy of this eigenvalue could be improved by use of complex shift-invert, with a being a good approximation to the eigenvalue, as discussed in §7. For generalized eigenproblems, solving linear systems is inevitable and hence the choice of methods is more restricted than for the standard problem. In practical applications, subspace iteration, Amoldi's method, and the Lanczos method applied to Tsi are certainly the most popular methods. The flowchart in Fig. 16 is also applicable to generalized problems if Chebyshev-Arnoldi is omitted. Note that if shift-invert Arnoldi is used when B is singular, pre-and/or post-processing are required to remove spurious eigenvalues.
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